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Abstract—Temporal projection is the computational problem of predicting what will happen when a robot executes its plan. Temporal projection for everyday manipulation tasks such as table setting and cleaning is a challenging task. Symbolic projection methods developed in Artificial Intelligence are too abstract to reason about how to place objects such that they do not hinder future actions. Simulation-based projection is fine-grained enough but computationally too expensive as it is not able to abstract away from the execution of uninteresting actions (such as navigation). In this paper we propose a novel temporal projection mechanism that combines the strengths of both approaches: it is able to abstract away from the execution of continuous but uninteresting actions and provides the realism and fine grainedness needed to reason about critical situations.

I. INTRODUCTION

When robots perform everyday manipulation activities such as setting the table or cleaning up, the difficulty of individual pick and place tasks critically depends on where the robot exactly places the objects and on the order in which the robot puts and takes away objects. If the robot places objects too early or at inappropriate places, these objects might hinder subsequent pick and place tasks.

Robot action planning [1], which is the computational task of deciding on the course of action based on predicting and reasoning about the future consequences of the intended plan, aims to avoid such problems. Unfortunately, symbolic action planning methods, mostly based on PDDL (Planning Domain Description Language) derivates ([2], [3]), are too coarse grained to be informative with respect to whether a reaching or placing action is easy or challenging [4]. Motion planning ([5], [6]) is fine grained enough but very limited in the ways to reason about how scenes can be manipulated in order to simplify actions (but see [7] for a notable exception). Several approaches define more realistic models of world states that consider reachability as the existence of a motion plan [8] or models that are learned from experience [9] but these approaches are limited to navigation actions. Simulation-based projection methods ([10], [11]) are fine grained enough to predict and reason about such effects but they are very resource intensive.

In this paper, we propose a novel robot plan projection method that combines abstract symbolic projection for actions with detailed geometric and simulation-based reasoning for handling the action aspects described above. The system we present allows for inferring plan parameters such as
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While all these publications show the implementation of reasoning in geometric domains, none of them provides means for generating parameters such as destination poses for objects or poses for the robot to stand. In [19], the authors present capability maps, i.e. pre-calculated maps to quickly check if poses are reachable or where to place a robot to be able to reach a specific pose.

Temporal projection is a well studied field in formal logic. Given a sequence of actions, temporal projection tries to infer the state of the world after executing these actions. In [20] and [21], the authors deal with the problem of uncertain knowledge about the initial state of the world. McDermott introduces the generation of time lines, similar to the work presented in this article. However, purely symbolic approaches are often too abstract to represent geometric properties of the world, for instance occlusions. While simulation based projection as presented in [11] and the authors’ previous work in [10] provide similar functionality for geometric reasoning and reasoning about actions as presented in this paper, they suffer from high computational complexity and extremely long run times.

### III. System Overview

The purpose of the system described in this paper is to generate poses for placing the robot’s base while manipulating objects and for placing objects, for instance on a counter. The system not only uses the current state of the world to generate such poses but also takes into account future actions of the current plan.

In CRAM plans, locations, objects and actions are specified using designators, instances that are built from conjunctions of symbolic constraints specified as key-value-pairs. For instance, we specify a location for a plate on the counter that is visible and reachable for the robot as follows:

\[(\text{a location (for plate) (on counter) (reachable-for robot) (visible-for robot)})\]

To resolve these designators, they are compiled into Prolog programs and solutions for them are generated by executing them. To improve readability, instead of writing actual Prolog programs and solutions for them are generated by executing them. To improve readability, instead of writing actual Prolog programs, in this paper we will use a first-order representation that is equivalent to the corresponding Prolog code. The above designator is compiled to the following logical expression:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PosesOn(Counter, Cup, ?Poses)} & \land \text{Member(?Pose ?Poses)} \\
& \land \text{AssertPose(Cup, ?Pose)} \land \text{Reachable(Cup, Robot)} \\
& \land \text{Visible(Cup, Robot)}
\end{align*}
\]

The \text{PosesOn} predicate generates candidate poses by drawing samples from a probability distribution that is built from the designator. If all predicates hold for such a candidate pose, it is a valid pose under the constraints defined in the designator and it is considered a solution. In addition to explicitly defined constraints, as shown in the example above, a number of implicit constraints need to hold and are added to the Prolog program. For instance, an object of interest must stand stable at a put-down location, i.e. it must not be in collision with any other objects. In contrast to classical Prolog, the predicates used in designator resolution are computed by using an accurate simulated 3D representation of the world as a Prolog database. For instance, if the Prolog inference process needs to prove if the \text{Stable} predicate holds for a specific object instance, a physics simulation is used to check if the object is moving at its current location. If not, it is considered stable and the stable predicate holds.

While proving predicates in a static world database finds locally valid solutions, it does not take into account future actions and thus cannot infer if a specific solution negatively influences the performance of future actions. However, by projecting a plan, and analyzing the generated time line, we can evaluate if specific designator solutions will cause problems in future actions.

Projection is the execution of a plan in a lightweight simulation environment. It generates a time line that allows for reconstructing different world states along the course of actions that can be reasoned about. By matching behavior flaws, i.e. logical definitions of conditions in the world that should be avoided on these time lines, we can define an objective function and evaluate the quality of different solutions of a specific designator.

Let us consider a simple example: the robot’s task is to grasp a cup on the counter and put it on the table and grasp a plate that is on the table and place it on the counter. Apart from being on the counter or table respectively, the put-down locations are unspecified. However, good solutions will increase plan performance. For instance, if the put down location for the first object is close to the other object, the robot does not need to move to grasp the second object. However, the put down location of the cup should not be too close or in front of the plate since it would block the pick up action because the plate cannot be detected by perception or it cannot be grasped because the grasp position needed by the pick-up action is blocked by the cup.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the system design. When the system starts to execute a plan, a number of projections are started in parallel. Each projection spawns off from the current execution and world state, i.e. if the cup has already been grasped, all subsequent projections start with the cup in the robot’s gripper. Each projection generates a time line. The time line contains events that indicate changes in the simulated world and for each event, we store a copy of the simulated world state for later reasoning and analysis. In addition to this time line, a separate task tree is stored for each projection that contains information about plan.
execution such as which task has been executed when and why, what the task’s status at a given time was and what the outcome of the task was, including information about failures. When one projection thread finishes, the time line is evaluated by matching predefined flaw specifications. Based on the result, a performance value for all location designator solutions is generated. If the solutions in one episode are better than the previous ones, they are cached and used by the actual plan that is executed on the robot. Examples for behavior flaws include the distance the robot has to drive between actions, if objects that are to be manipulated are visible and if objects are blocking other objects.

IV. PHYSICS-BASED REASONING

Projection and inference of flaws is based on a physics based reasoning engine as explained in [13]. Instead of proving all predicates based on a purely symbolic fact base, the truth values and bindings of certain predicates are calculated by using the Bullet physics engine, OpenGL off-screen rendering and inverse kinematics calculation and simplified inverse reachability map calculation. We use physics based reasoning instead of a purely symbolic knowledge base because in our domain of a human household, a symbolic representation would be too abstract. Many problems could not be solved. For instance, if an object is visible or not for the robot not only depends on the current location of the robot and its distance from the object but also on all other objects and their shape. In addition, since we need to find solutions for location designators, we need to have a generative model that yields poses that are valid solutions for the respective designator. We solve this by first drawing random samples based on a probability distribution that is generated from the designer’s constraints and then using the physics based reasoning engine to prove the validity of such a sample, considering all explicit and implicit constraints of the designer.

For reasoning, we use a three-dimensional representation of the environment the robot operates. This representation contains all information the robot has about the environment. All static objects such as cupboards, the refrigerator and counter tops are provided by a semantic environment map as described in [22]. The robot’s perception routines assert objects in the database when they are seen. The world database is kept consistent by removing objects that should have been visible but could not be seen anymore. The robot is equipped with a huge database of 3D meshes for objects including the PR2’s household objects database.

To explain the inference process, let us consider a simple location designator for placing a cup on the counter top at a location where it is visible for the robot from its current location. The following first-order logic expression shows how that designator can be resolved:

$$\text{PosesOn(Counter, Cup, ?Poses)} \land \text{Member(?Pose, ?Poses)} \land \text{AssertPose(Cup, ?Pose)} \land \text{Visible(Cup, Robot)}$$

The inference engine processes the different terms sequentially and tries to find bindings for yet unbound variables. If a predicate fails, the engine backtracks and retries with a different solution for an unbound variable until a solution has been found or fails if all possible bindings for a variable have been tried. The first step is to generate a sequence of pose candidates that are possible solutions for the designator. The predicate \text{PosesOn} generates a probability distribution as shown in Figure 2. Since all poses on the counter top might be valid solutions, each pose on the counter has equal probability. The \text{PosesOn} predicate binds the (virtual) list of all samples to the variable \text{?Poses}.

The next step is to draw one sample from the sequence of poses and to put the cup at the corresponding pose. Finally, the \text{Visible} predicate calculates if the object is visible for the robot at its current pose by rendering the scene from the position of the robot’s camera and counting how many pixels of the object are visible.

For generating locations for objects and the robot and for inferring flaws on time lines, we define predicates for \text{collisions}, \text{stability reasoning}, \text{visibility reasoning} and \text{occlusions} and \text{reachability reasoning} and inference of objects that might be \text{blocking} a grasp action. The following list gives an overview of the predicates we implemented.

- \text{Contact(?W, ?O1, ?O2)} holds if the two objects ?O1 and ?O2 are in contact in the world ?W.
- \text{Stable(?W, ?O)} holds if all forces on object ?O are canceled out, i.e. it does not move in the corresponding world ?W.
- \text{Occluding(?W, ?P, ?O1, ?O2)} holds if object ?O2 is occluding the object ?O1 when the camera is at pose ?P.

As can bee seen, all predicates require a world database as first variable. By letting this parameter unbound, a default database is used. In this article we can only briefly explain the implementation of these predicates. Details can be found in [13]. The predicates \text{Contact} and \text{Stable} are implemented using the Bullet physics engine\(^2\). Contacts are inferred by using the Bullet’s collision engine and for inferring stability, we simulate for a short period of time and compare the poses of objects to check if they moved. If an object changed its location, it is not stable. The predicates \text{Visible} and \text{Occluding} are inferred using OpenGL. Each object is rendered in a

---

\(^1\)http://www.ros.org/wiki/household_objects_database

\(^2\)http://bulletphysics.org/
different color and by counting pixels, the system can infer how much of an object is visible and by which other objects it is occluded. Reachability is calculated using a standard solver for inverse kinematics and blocking objects are objects the robot is in collision with when reaching for an object. Blocking objects are objects that potentially hinder grasping actions and make motion planning harder.

V. TEMPORAL PROJECTION OF CRAM PLANS

The reasoning system explained in Section IV has no notion of time. However, projection requires the integration of reasoning about sequences of actions over time and their consequences and we need to extend the system by integrating a temporal calculus.

In CRAM, we consider robot control programs that have annotations in a first-order logic as plans because the annotations allow us to reason about their purpose. Projecting a plan means executing it in projection mode. In projection, instead of interacting with the actual robot’s hardware, plans interact only with the world database that we use to implement our physics-based reasoning engine as described in the previous section. Each action generates a sequence of events where each event indicates a change in the world database at a specific point in time. By storing the sequence of events and copies of the corresponding world database at the time the event happened, we construct a time line. By adding predicates for temporal reasoning on these time lines, including predicates for relating events to parts in the plan, we can specify flaws in the robot’s behavior as logical expressions.

In this section we show how plans must be constructed to allow for projecting them, how time lines are generated and how reasoning about them is implemented.

A. Reasoning About Plan Execution

In CRAM, plans are robot control programs that cannot only be executed but also reasoned about. Programmatically inferring what an arbitrary control program does is intractable at best if not impossible and it gets even more difficult in highly dynamic changing environments such as a human household. However, by providing annotation describing the semantics of a certain part of a plan, reasoning about the semantics of a complete plan becomes possible.

Execution of a CRAM plan generates a plan tree, i.e., a tree that contains all plans and sub-plans that have been executed, their status at any point in time, when they started, when they terminated and their result or failure description. The semantics of a sub-plan are made transparent for a reasoning engine by providing semantic annotations. For instance, a plan that is supposed to place an object obj at a location loc is called Achieve(Loc(obj, loc)). The implication of a terminal status succeeded is that the robot believes that the object is at the destination location. The term Loc(obj, loc) is called an occasion and is defined in the system’s reasoning engine. In other words, using this naming scheme, we define the purpose of plans using predicates of an underlying reasoning system which allows for relating plans to the corresponding world states that are stored on the time line.

To reason about plan execution, we define predicates that query the plan tree. For instance, we define the predicate Task(?tsk) to unify a variable with a task object. The predicate TaskGoal(?tsk, ?goal) can be used to query a task object for its goal where the goal is for instance an achieve expression as introduced before. In addition, the system provides predicates to access the task’s status, result, errors, position in the tree including sub-tasks and start and times. A complete list and a more detailed explanation of the system can be found in [23].

B. Generation of Timelines

CRAM plans need to be written in a general way to allow for executing the same code on the actual robot hardware as well as in projection. This is achieved by a clear, well-defined, minimal and most importantly purely symbolic interface between high-level plans and the low-level components of the robot or projection that execute the actual actions. All actions that are to be performed by the robot are described by action designators, i.e. key-value-pairs specifying the action’s parameters in order to execute it. For instance, the following action designator is used to grasp a cup:

\[(an\ action\ (type\ navigation)\ (goal\ (location\ (to\ see)\ (obj\ Cup)))\)\]

The input for all process modules as shown in Figure 3 are action designators. Each process module is activated at the beginning of plan execution and deactivated after a plan finished. The status can be monitored using special signal slots and process modules update the world database using events.

![Fig. 3. Process module encapsulating a navigation control process. The input is an action designator specifying that the action is a navigation action and the containing the goal location as represented by a location designator, e.g. (a location (to see) (obj cup)).](image)

From the point of view of a high-level plan, process modules can be seen as black boxes. That allows us to keep the high-level plan general enough to work with process modules developed for different robot platforms, simulation or projection. Specifically, when projecting a plan, we implement a process module that just makes assertions and retractions in a projection-local copy of the world database of the reasoning engine instead of sending commands to the actual robot hardware. Depending on the application and the robot, the number of process modules may vary. On the PR2, we currently implement four process modules: manipulation, navigation, perception and a process module for moving the cameras mounted on the robot’s head.
To understand how projection and the creation of a time line works, let us have a closer look at the manipulation projection process module as an example for a rather complex process module. In the current implementation it supports the actions grasp, lift, put down, open and close. When the process module receives a respective action designator it makes assertions in the world database, emits events and increments the simulation time. The following example shows an action designator for grasping a cup:

\[(\text{an action (to grasp) (obj (object (type cup)))})\]

When the process module executes it, it generates the events `RobotStateChanged()` and `ObjectAttached(Cup, \text{“r_gripper_wrist_link”})`. Since projection is supposed to be fast, we do not perform a complete simulation of a trajectory which would also require motion and grasp planning. Instead, we define key points for trajectories. For grasping, we define only one key point, the final pose the robot needs to reach in order to grasp the object. For simplicity, we use one out of the following grasps: a side grasp, a front grasp or a top grasp. Which grasp is used depends on the type of the object that should be grasped. For instance, cups are grasped with front or side grasps while plates always require a side grasp. After the `RobotStateChanged` event, the robot’s gripper is at the cup’s pose. The assertion in the world database that corresponds to the `RobotStateChanged` event positions the links of the robot’s arm according to an inverse kinematics solution for placing the gripper at the cup’s pose. The `ObjectAttached` event notifies the system that the object should be moved whenever the gripper link moves as long as the object is attached.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ObjectPerceived(?obj, ?s)</td>
<td>An object (?obj) described by an object designator\ has been seen in a specific sensor (?s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RobotStateChanged(?s)</td>
<td>The robot has changed its state, i.e. it changed its position or the position of some links.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ObjectAttached(?obj, ?link)</td>
<td>An object (?obj) has been attached to a specific link.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ObjectArticulationEvent(?obj, ?link, ?s)</td>
<td>An object (?obj) has been articulated in a specific link.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActionStarted(?m, ?d)</td>
<td>The process module (?m) started to execute the action designator (?d).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActionFinished(?m, ?d)</td>
<td>The process module (?m) finished executing the action designator (?d).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

OVERVIEW OF THE EVENTS USED FOR GENERATING A TIME LINE.

Table I gives an overview of the events that are used in the current system. The perception process module only generates `ObjectPerceived` events. The manipulation process module generates events of type `RobotStateChanged`, `ObjectAttached`, `ObjectDetached` and `ObjectArticulationEvent`. Navigation and PTU (Pan-Tilt-Unit) only generate `RobotStateChanged` events. When they start executing, all process modules generate the event `ActionStarted` and when they finish they generate the event `ActionFinished`.

Handling of time and incrementing time is especially critical in projection. While we want to produce predictions of the outcome of a specific plan quickly, we must not sacrifice the ability to project actions that happen concurrently. For instance, suppose the robot tries to see an object on the table while it is putting down an object next to it. If the destination location for the put-down action happens to be in front of the object, the run time of both actions determines if perception succeeds or not and projection needs to account for that.

Each set of changes in the world database must cause an increment of the projection clock. This assumes that the time spent while executing code in a high-level plan takes almost no time. In fact, executing actual actions on the robot is the most time consuming part. For instance, a navigation action will take several seconds depending on the distance to drive and planning and executing an arm trajectory can take 30 seconds and more while triggering these actions in a high level plan can be done in fractions of seconds. By only allowing time increments in process modules, we keep plans general since they do not have to have explicit support for projection. The specific projection clock we use increments at a maximal rate, for instance 20 milliseconds. In other words, increments happen at most at 50 Hz. However, the amount of time by which the clock is incremented can vary depending on the action that is projected. That way, each action will take exactly 20 milliseconds real time while still adding events to the time line at approximations of the action’s run time. This implementation is a good compromise to allow for concurrent execution and good performance. The projected run time of actions is calculated using heuristics and random numbers. For instance, navigation time is approximated by a linear function over the distance between the starting point of the action and the goal and noise generated by a random number generator. The same is done for manipulation while perception is modeled using a constant function. The heuristics are not deterministic to increase the variation in different projections of the same plan.

### C. Reasoning on Timelines

After a plan has been projected, the system needs to analyze the time line and search for flaws. We define two predicates, `Occurs` for reasoning about events and `Holds` for reasoning about world states over intervals of time. Figure 4 shows an example time line generated by a simple pick-up plan. The robot navigated to a location close to the table and picked up a cup.

Fig. 4. Sample projection of a simple pick-up plan. The robot first navigates to the table, then moves the gripper to the location of the cup and finally lifts the cup.

The time line in our example contains four events. First the robot navigates to a location where it can reach the cup. Nav-
The implementation is based on proving occasions in the different world databases stored together with the events on the time line, assuming that changes in the world database only happen with events. As an example, if we want to find objects that were standing on the table at time $t$ with $t_2 < t < t_3$, the corresponding query can be formulated as follows:

\[
\text{Holds(On(}\text{?object, Table, } t)\text{)}
\]

The \text{Holds} predicate then finds and loads the world database instance on the time line whose time stamp is directly before $t$ and proves the term \text{On(?object, Table)}. The implementation of \text{during} iterates over all valid world databases in the interval and proves the occasion in each of them, yielding all possible solutions. The implementation of \text{throughout} only generates solutions if the occasion holds in all world databases in the interval with the same variable bindings.

### VI. Finding Behavior Flaws

In order to improve plan parameters based on projection, we need to evaluate the time line. The analysis of the time lines finds flaws of various severity. Some flaws are critical for the overall outcome of a plan, for instance occluded objects. Critical flaws indicate that the plan will probably fail. Other flaws such as the distance to drive between different actions, the overall execution time of a plan and blocking objects are only a measure of the quality of solutions and indicate potential problems. In this paper, we will show the definitions of the flaws “object occluded” and “object blocking”.

The object occluded flaw basically means that an object that is to be perceived later is occluded because the put-down location of another object is in front of it. In the simplest case, an error indicating that an object could not be perceived is thrown during projection. The flaw definition does not require the perception plan to fail though. We first need to find out which object was to be perceived and if it was occluded by an object we put down previously. We define the flaw as follows:

\[
\text{Task(}\text{?task}_1\text{) } \land \text{Task(}\text{?task}_2\text{)}
\]

\[
\land \text{TaskGoal(}\text{?task}_1\text{, Perceive(}\text{?o}1\text{))}
\]

\[
\land \text{TaskGoal(}\text{?task}_2\text{, Achieve(}\text{ObjectPlacedAt}(\text{?o}2\text{, }?)\text{))}
\]

\[
\land \text{TaskStatus(}\text{?task}_2\text{, succeeded) } \land \text{TaskEnd(}\text{?task}_2\text{, }?)
\]

\[
\land \text{Holds(Occluding(}\text{?w}\text{, }?o2\text{, }?o1\text{), }?t)\text{)}
\]

Please note that the variable $?w$ is unbound in \text{Holds}. That means that the default database is used which is implicitly bound by \text{Holds} to match the data base as it was at time $t$. First, we query the task tree that was generated by plan execution for a failed perception task and a put-down task. Then we assert that the put-down was successful and we
bind the time when it finished to the variable \(?t\). Finally, we check if the object that was put down is occluding the object that was to be perceived.

We define blocking objects as objects that the robot is in collision with while grasping an object (excluding the grasped object itself). While this flaw necessarily leads to execution errors on the actual robot where grasp planning and motion planning is used, it is still an indicator for potential problems and performance penalties since a motion planner will need more time to find a valid plan when trajectories need to be complex. We define the flaw to find all objects that are in collision with the robot during the execution of a pick-up plan:

\[
\text{Task}(?tsk) \land \text{TaskGoal}(?tsk, \text{Achieve(ObjectInHand(?o))}) \\
\land \text{TaskStart}(?tsk, t_s) \land \text{TaskEnd}(?tsk, t_e) \\
\land \text{Holds(Blocking(?w, \text{PR2}, \ ?o, \ ?b), during(t_s, t_e))}
\]

First we find all pick-up plans and get their start and end times. Then we use the \text{Holds} predicate to find blocking objects during the pick-up action.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a system for projecting high-level robot plans for pick-and-place actions in a human household. The system is based on a the CRAM Plan Language execution environment and a Prolog reasoning engine that integrates a geometrically accurate world database and implements predicates for reasoning about stability, visibility and reachability using the Bullet physics engine, OpenGL rendering and inverse kinematics calculation. Projection is implemented by assertions and retractions in the world database and the generation of a time line containing events. The system can predict potential problems in plan execution such as unwanted occlusions or objects hindering future actions and is used to generate plan parameters such as the locations for placing objects or for placing the robot when performing an action.

The use of projected time lines is not restricted to finding plan parameters such as locations at run time. We will implement a transformational planner that will be able to predict and fix behavior flaws by applying structural transformations to a plan.
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